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Overall it was a very good package. ggi. ac. in/visittoindustry. html 1/5 8/12/13 Visit to Industry: Gulzar Group of Institute
- GGI Maninder Singh, Mechanical.

It happened many times during history of science that the most impressive results of large scale scientific
efforts appeared far away from the main directions of those effortsâ€¦ After the World War 2 the nuclear
centers of almost all developed countries became the places with the highest concentration of talented
scientists. Many web pages consist of more elaborate HTML which references the URLs of other resources
such as images, other embedded media, scripts that affect page behavior, and Cascading Style Sheets that
affect page layout. Thus even on sites with highly dynamic content, many of the basic resources only need to
be refreshed occasionally. Dating back to"Tollywood" was the earliest Hollywood-inspired namereferring to
the Bengali film industry based in TollygungeCalcuttawhose name is reminiscent of "Hollywood" and was the
centre of the cinema of India at the time. See also Caching proxy server. Every important and necessary
operation in the plant was explained by company resource person which made the visit quite useful and full of
knowledge. Accessibility Access to the Web is for everyone regardless of disabilityâ€”including visual,
auditory, physical, speech, cognitive, and neurological. Caching If a user revisits a Web page after only a short
interval, the page data may not need to be re-obtained from the source Web server. GGI management
expresses it sincere thanks to the Infosys management to give this life time learning opportunity at their
campus. Accessibility features also help others with temporary disabilities like a broken arm or the aging
population as their abilities change. In English, www is pronounced by individually pronouncing the name of
characters double-u double-u double-u. Its foundation stone was laid by the then Prime Minister of India Mr.
It has manufactured around 16, passenger coaches of 51 different types including self propelled passenger
vehicles. Bhupinder Singh, Mechanical Engineering Paint shop at CLAAS was very effective and modern,
where we saw step by step process to remove the impurities and one important point related with automation
is practical usage of PLC programmable logic controller which never saw before though had learnt about it in
our reference books. We saw various types of machines like laser cutting, CNC bed, etc. Although some
technical users pronounce it dub-dub-dub, this is not widespread. Asif 's Mughal-e-Azam Their critical
acclaim, as well as the latter's commercial success, paved the way for Indian neorealism [33] and the Indian
New Wave. Unlike predecessors such as HyperCard , the World Wide Web was non-proprietary, making it
possible to develop servers and clients independently and to add extensions without licensing restrictions. It is
our pleasure to be part of GGI family. Otherwise it was a great experience for us. The decision about
expiration is made independently for each downloaded file, whether image, stylesheet , JavaScript , HTML, or
whatever other content the site may provide. WWW prefix Many domain names used for the World Wide
Web begin with www because of the long-standing practice of naming Internet hosts servers according to the
services they provide. It thus played an important role in popularizing use of the Internet. Students also got an
opportunity to see the paint shop, the frames of rail coaches being painted to their desired colors. Interaction
with Infosys team has improved my confidence level toward communication and innovation which are very
importance to succeed in career. Apart from the facilities built into Web servers that can determine when files
have been updated and so need to be re-sent, designers of dynamically generated Web pages can control the
HTTP headers sent back to requesting users, so that transient or sensitive pages are not cached. This date also
marked the debut of the Web as a publicly available service on the Internet. Linking Most web pages contain
hyperlinks to other related pages and perhaps to downloadable files, source documents, definitions and other
web resources this Wikipedia article is full of hyperlinks. The ephemeral nature of the Web has prompted
many efforts to archive web sites. Students were also taken to the Swaraj Combine Division which was set up
in  I am a consultant Manager with Goss Gilroy Incorporated GGI and I have just finished eight years as the
Chairperson of the Council of Canadians with Disabilities â€” whose main goal is to promote equality for
persons with disabilities in all aspects of Canadian society, but this is not where I would have imagined myself
20 some years ago in when I was Some deplore the name, arguing that it makes the industry look like a poor
cousin to Hollywood. Viewing a web page on the World Wide Web normally begins either by typing the URL
of the page into a web browser , or by following a hyperlink to that page or resource. Since multiple Ajax
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requests can be handled at the same time, users can interact with a page even while data is being retrieved.
Privacy representatives from 60 countries have resolved to ask for laws to complement industry
self-regulation, for education for children and other minors who use the Web, and for default protections for
users of social networks. Additional publications provide definitions of other essential technologies for the
World Wide Web, including, but not limited to, the following: Uniform Resource Identifier URI , which is a
universal system for referencing resources on the Internet, such as hypertext documents and images. Privacy
Computer users, who save time and money, and who gain conveniences and entertainment, may or may not
have surrendered the right to privacy in exchange for using a number of technologies including the Web. We
were told how all the testing and inspection are done. Varinder Singh, Mechanical Engineering This is the
unforgettable visit. They also believe data protection for personally identifiable information benefits business
more than the sale of that information.


